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1 862 series use the newest microcomputer processor PID program control technol-
ogy, the precise digital show air gun and the iron temperature, the power is larger, 
the elevation of temperature is rapidly,it won't influenced by the air output, it is 
realized leadfree desoldering. The procedure tracks the air gun and the iron actual 
temperature by highly speed take the millisecond as the unit, the mysterious tem-
perature compensation speed strengthen the temperature stability, the temperature 
static error has been small, temperature compensation is very quickly, which could 
adapt each kind of adverse circumstance. 
Air gun's use is in sole possession of safety protection, when the machine is starting, ≥35inches

Specification for Hot Air Reworks

Brussless Fan

≤24L/M

100~480℃/212~896℉

110V/60HzVoltage

862D+
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When turning on the main unit's power, the Hot Air rework's handle must be 
placed properly on the handle's rack. Try to avoid a collision during use;
Please ensure the Hot air's outlet is clear, must free from any blockages or obstruc-
tions. 
After usage, the handle must be placed back on the handle's rack, let the ma chine 
cooling down(temperature gradually decreasing) until it displays"---"(Air flow 
Stop), then turn off the Hot Air power switch.(brushless fan)
The hot air gun comes with three standard nozzle sizes: large, medium, small. When 
using the smaller nozzle the Hot air volume must be adjusted to the maximum rate 
or set the temperature low and maintain it in a short time, to avoid prolonged use 
which could damage the hot air unit.
In regards to the usage requirements, choose the appropriate hot air nozzle, differ-
ent hot air nozzle will cause the temperature to be slightly different, and please 
maintain the distance between the outlet and the object must be at least 2mm. 
When the soldering iron used for the first time, pay attention to check the iron tip 
warming situation, let it temperature just be able to  melt the tin wire, then the iron 
tip layer deposited on the tin,then set to the desire temperature value. 
Iron Tips temperature cannot be too high, high temperature will weaken tip 
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Connected the soldering iron handle, put the handle on the iron frame. 
Turn on the iron power switch, adjust the thermostat knob to set  the desired tem-
perature, in the heating process, the iron indicator lamp lit, when the light is 
flashing regularly, said the state into the thermostat, then can start working.

Work is completed, must put the handle on the holder, at this time desoldering will 
automatic cut off the heating current, send cold air cooling heating mode. When the 
temperature is below 100°C desoldering station, shows"----", that means the 
machine will enter into standby mode

Put the station well, and the handle on the frame. 
Connect the power cord, install required nozzle(use larger diameter one as far as 
possible). 
Turn on the main power switch(back of the machine), then turn on the hot air gun 
switch, the hot air gun begin heating up. 
Adjust the thermostat knob to set the desired temperature, pick up the soldering Adjust the thermostat knob to set the desired temperature, pick up the soldering 
station handles, the soldering station heating normally and welding work. 
Work light when the temperature rising constant light, constant temperature Work light when the temperature rising constant light, constant temperature 
with flashing, dropping temperature the light went out. Adjustment air volume 
knob to the suitable wind, the temperature can stabilize the normal operation. 862 
series light point of digital pipe in low right, corner will flash in high-speed after 
constant temperature. The program high-speed track the actual temperature com-
pensation for air guns as milliseconds as a unit, air guns into temperature 
high-precision and extremely stability of constant temperature state. (Figure 1)
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Unscrews the nut NO.1, and then removes the steel tube NO.2, followed by removing 
the tip which is going to be replaced. 
For the replacement of heating core's element can be performed by unscrewing the 
plastic cap NO.4, pulls out gently the heating core's element NO.6 along with the 
circuit board NO.7, please carefully remember the connection of spring NO.5. 
The iron core from the circuit board welding, the replacement of the heating core, 
can be fitted well. Note that the order of the iron core wire connection.

According to the original location of the connection to connect heater.
As per the reverse procedure by open and back to the installed handle.

Ensure the Hot Air Rework is fully cooled down before replacing the element.
Figure, loosen the two screws on the handle
Turns the handle anti-clockwise until it comes off and then remove the handle's 
cover.
Gently takes out the fan, loosen the three screws to remove the fixed wiring board.
The wiring board vice versa, apart from the heater wiring board connection cable, The wiring board vice versa, apart from the heater wiring board connection cable, 
pay attention to the connection location.
Remove from the heat pipe heat body wrap body with mica paper, careful not 
broken ground wire of the steel.
Wraps well with the new heater mica, inserted into the tube, the attention heater 
to install in place.

When the LED digital displays" --- ", it means the  outlet  temperature is below 
100°C, the hot air rework station is in standby mode, and the handle is placed on the 
handle's rack.
When the LED digital displays "S - E", it means the soldering iron, Hot air rework's 
sensor is having a problem or handle is unplugged,if the case hasn't been resolved it 
needs to replace the heating element (heating core's element and sensor compo-
nents).
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function. Interval not in use, should be adjusted low temperature. The recommended 
temperature should not exceed 600 °F.
The soldering iron needs to be properly maintained to prolong the service life. 
Should clean up iron tip by use of clean sponge periodically, after using it, pleae keep 
it clean, a new tin-plated layer to prevent tip oxidation. For the oxidized soldering 
iron tip, please immediately use a resistant sponge to remove the black oxide and 
apply the tin evenly on it.
Unplug the machine when not in use to help extend working life.Unplug the machine when not in use to help extend working life.
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